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Mathemati al Foundations of Minimal Cutsets
A. Rauzy

Abstra t | Sin e their introdu tion in the reliability eld,
Binary De ision Diagrams have proved to be the most eÆient tool to assess Boolean models su h as fault trees. Their
su ess in reases the need of sound mathemati al foundations for the notions that are involved in reliability and dependability studies. The aim of this arti le is to larify the
mathemati al status of the notion of minimal utsets, that
plays a entral role in fault tree assessment. Algorithmi
issues are also dis ussed.
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I. Introdu tion

Bryant's Binary De ision Diagrams (BDDs [1℄, [2℄) are
the state-of-the-art data stru ture to handle boolean fun tions. Sin e their introdu tion in the reliability eld (the
very rst papers on this topi s were [3℄ and [4℄) they have
proved to be the most eÆ ient tool to assess Boolean models su h as fault trees. First, BDDs make it possible to
assess the top event probability in an exa t and very eÆient way [4℄. Se ond, they an be used to ompute and
to en ode very large sets of minimal utsets [5℄, [6℄. Their
su ess in reases the need of sound mathemati al foundations for the notions that are involved in reliability and
dependability studies: BDD algorithms are derived from
re ursive equations that apply on the Shannon de omposition of the formula under study. These re ursive equations
are obtained from the formal de nitions of the quantities of
interest (see, for instan e, [6℄, [7℄). They are, in general, different from those used to design more lassi al algorithms
based on formula rewriting or on the Sylvester-Poin are development. In other words, the design of BDD algorithms
requires to separate learly mathemati al de nitions from
algorithmi issues.
The aim of this arti le is to larify the mathemati al
status of the notion of minimal utsets. Minimal utsets
play an important role in fault tree assessment. They are
the basis for qualitative analyses for they represent minimal
s enarii of failure. Moreover, they are used in several probabilisti omputations. Although BDD en oding of fault
trees makes them useless to assess the top event probability, there remains many probabilisti measures that rely
on minimal utsets: ontribution of individual s enarii of
failure, Fussel-Vesely importan e fa tor [8℄, : : :
Intuitively, a minimal utset is a minimal set of basi
events of the tree that indu es its top event. For oherent fault trees, this informal de nition ts well with the
formal notion of prime impli ant. This is not the ase for
non oherent fault trees be ause prime impli ants of su h
trees may ontain negative literals. This raises the question
whether minimal utsets are a onvenient, but de nitely
informal, approximation of prime impli ants or a sound
mathemati al notion for their own. We advo ate here that

minimal utsets have a well de ned logi al status, distin t
from the notion of prime impli ant. This status aptures
and generalises the above intuition. Minimal utsets are a tually prime impli ants of a formula that is obtained from
the formula under study by widening it with respe t to a
set of signi ant literals. Several stru tural theorems an
be established that give insights about the a tual nature of
minimal utsets. These theorems are used to design BDD
algorithms.
Nowadays, fault trees with several hundred gates and
basi events have to be assessed. Despite of their great
eÆ ien y, BDDs sometimes fail to handle su h models beause they annot avoid the exponential blow up that results from manipulation of su h large numbers of gates and
events. Therefore, approximations have to be made. For
instan e, a ommonly used approximation onsists in onsidering short minimal utsets only. This is justi ed by the
fa t that these utsets apture, in general, the main part
of the top-event probability. Indeed, this raises questions
about the quality of the results. We larify here the mathemati al status of this kind of approximations through the
introdu tion of a family of Boolean sub-algebrae. We show
its interest from both a omputational omplexity and a
pra ti al point of views. We propose BDD algorithms to
perform approximate omputations.
In a word, the aim of this arti le is to revisit the notion
of minimal utsets in order to give it sound mathemati al
foundations and, by the way, to make it possible to design
BDD algorithms. It is organized as follows. In se tion III,
we re all basi s about Boolean algebrae, that are the mathemati al foundations of the notions we deal with. In se tion IV, we propose a formal de nition of minimal utsets
and we dis uss it. In se tion V, we present brie y BDDs
and ZBDDs and we show the de omposition theorem that
is used to design an algorithm to ompute minimal utsets.
Finally, in se tion VI, we propose a formal framework to
perform approximate omputations of both the top event
probability and the minimal utsets of fault trees.
II. Notations

Boolean variables: a, b, , v, v , v , : : :
Sets of Boolean variables: V (denumerable), V ( nite)
Literals: v, v, p, p, : : :
Set of literals: L, : : :
Produ ts & minterms: , , : : :
Sets of produ ts: S , T , : : :
Boolean formulae: F , F , F , G, : : :
Logi al operations: \:" (and), \+" (or), \" (not)
Set operations: \\" (union), \[" (interse tion), \{"
( omplement), n (set di eren e)
Power set of a set X : 2X
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III. Boolean Algebrae

This se tion re alls basi s about Boolean algebrae, inluding the de nitions of Boolean formulae, literals, produ ts, minterms, assignments and Boolean algebrae.
A. Boolean Formulae

Boolean formulae are built over the two onstants 0
(false) and 1 (true), a denumerable set of variables V =
fv ; v ; : : : g, and the usual logi al onne tives \:" (and),
\+" (or), \" (not). The set of Boolean formulae is the
smallest set su h that :
{ 0, 1 are formulae,
{ the variables of V are formulae,
{ if F and G are formulae, then so are F:G, F + G, F.
The set of variables that o ur in the formula F is denoted
by var(F ). The set of Boolean formulae that an be built
over a nite subset V of V is denoted by F (V ).
1

2

B. Literals, Produ ts, Minterms, Assignments

A literal is either a Boolean variable v or its negation
. v is a positive literal, v is a negative literal, they are
said opposite. The opposite of a literal p is denoted by p
(p = p).
A produ t is a set of literals that does not ontain both a
literal and its opposite. A produ t is assimilated with the
onjun tion of its elements. We denote by jj the order,
i.e. number of literals, of a produ t .
Let V be a nite set of variables. A produ t that ontains
a literal built over ea h variable of V is alled a minterm of
V . We denote by minterms(V ) the set of minterms that
an be built over V .
An assignment over V is any mapping from V to
f0; 1g. Assignments are extended indu tively into mappings from Boolean formulae into f0; 1g. Let  be an assignment and let F and G be two formulae, then [F:G℄ =
min( [F ℄;  [G℄),  [F + G℄ = max( [F ℄;  [G℄) and  [F ℄ =
1 [F ℄.
There is a one to one orrespondan e between minterms
over a nite set of variables V and assignments (restri ted
to V ): a variable o urs positively in a minterm if and only
if it re eives the value 1 in the orresponding assignment.
An assignment (or equivalently a minterm)  satis es a
formula F if [F ℄ = 1, otherwise it falsi es F .
Let F and G be two formulae. If any assignment satisfying F satis es G as well, we say that F implies G, whi h
is denoted by F j= G.
A formula F is monotone if for any minterm v: that
satis es F , the minterm v: satis es F as well. Coherent
fault trees are monotone formulae sin e they are built just
with and gates, or gates and k-out-of-n gates.
v

Let V be a nite set of Boolean variables. The set F (V )
together with the onstants 0 and 1 and the operations
:, +
and  forms a Boolean algebra. The power set 2minterms V
together with the onstants ; and minterms(V ) and the
set operations \ (interse tion), [ (union) and { ( omplementation) forms also a Boolean algebra, whi h is a tually
isomorphi (by the Stone's theorem) to the previous one:
a Boolean formula orresponds to the set of minterms that
\satisfy" it. The formula F orresponds to the omplement
of the set of minterms that orresponds to F . The formulae
F:G and F + G orrespond to respe tively the interse tion
and the union of the sets of minterms that orrespond to
F and G.
Let, for instan e, F be the formula ab + a . F and its
subformulae are satis ed by the following minterms (over
fa; b; g).
formulae
minterms
a
ab + ab + a
b + a
b
b
ab + ab + a
b + ab
ab + a
b +a
b + ab
a
b + ab + ab + ab
a

ab
ab + ab
a

a
b + ab
ab + a
 ab + ab + ab + ab
(

)

IV. Minimal Cutsets

This se tion presents the mathemati al foundations of
the notion of minimal utsets.
A. Preliminaries

The notion of minimal utsets seems lear to everybody
who works with fault trees. A minimal utset represents
a minimal s enario of failure, i.e. a set (a onjun tion) of
basi events that indu es the top event and that is minimal
w.r.t. set in lusion. This de nition is orre t when applied
to oherent fault trees. However, it is not orre t when
applied to non- oherent fault trees. For this later ase,
the notion of prime impli ant should be substituted for
the notion of minimal utset. Prime impli ants are sets of
literals, i.e. they may ontain negated variables.
To illustrate the above dis ussion, let us onsider again
the formula F = ab + a . As we shall see, the prime impli ants of F are ab, a and b . This does orrespond to
the notion of minimal solution of F , but this does not orrespond to the intuitive notion of minimal utsets. The
expe ted minimal utsets are ab and .
In reliability models, there is a foundamental asymetry
between positive and negative literals. Sin e positive literals represent unexpe ted (and often undesirable and rare)
events su h as failures, they are in some sense the only
ones of interest. This is the reason why most of the fault
tree assessment tools (in luding ele troni simulators su h
as ESCAF [9℄ and softwares su h as Risk-Spe trum [10℄)
C. Boolean Algebrae
never produ e minimal utsets with negative literals. They
It is often onvenient to onsider Boolean formulae as produ e only something whi h is related to positive parts
sets of minterms and therefore to onsider logi al oper- of prime impli ants.
ations as set operations. This relies on the well known This raises the question whether minimal utsets are a
Stone's theorem about Boolean algebrae.
onvenient, but de nitely informal, approximation of prime
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impli ants or a sound mathemati al notion for their own. vL is both re exive ( vL , for any ) and transitive
We advo ate here the later answer. To start with, let us ( vL  and  vL  implies  vL , for any ,  and ).
Therefore, vL is a pre-order.
re all the notion of prime impli ant.
Let  be a produ t over V that ontains signi ant litB. Prime Impli ants
erals only.  is a utset of F w.r.t. L if it ful ls the rst
following requirements, it is minimal if it ful ls
Let F be a Boolean formula and  be a produ t.  is an ofthethese two
ond
one.
impli ant of F if  j= F . Let F be a Boolean formula and
1.
For
any
minterm  su h that   , there exists a
 be an impli ant of F . Su h an impli ant  is said prime
minterm
Æ
h that Æ vL  and Æ j= F .
if there is no impli ant  of F su h that   . We denote 2. There is nosu utset
 su h that    .
by P I [F ℄ the set of prime impli ants of the formula F .
We
denote
by
M
C
[
F
℄
the
set of minimal utsets w.r.t. L
L
Consider for instan e the formula F = ab +a . F admits of F .
7 impli ants ab, ab , ab, ab , a , ab and b and 3 prime
Consider again the formula F = ab + a .
impli ants ab and a , b .
 If L = fa; a; b; b; ; g, minterms are pairwisely in omparable. Therefore, M CL[F ℄ = P I [F ℄.
C. Minimal Custsets
 If L = fa; b; g, ab vL ab and ab vL ab ; ab ; ab ,
Let V be a nite set of variables, let L be a subset of the
therefore the utsets of F w.r.t. L are ab , ab, a , b
literals that may built over V , nally let F be a formula
and and M CL[F ℄ = fab; g.
built over V .
 If L = fb; b; ; g, the utsets of F w.r.t. L are b , b
We shall de ne minimal utsets of F as minimal solutions
and and M C [F ℄ = fb; g.
from whi h literals outside L are remove be ause they \do The two de nitionsL of minimal utsets are a tually equivnot matter". Intuitively, a utset is a produ t that ontains
only literals from L and that an be ompleted with literals alent, as asserted by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Equivalen e of minimal utsets de nitions)
not in L in order to give a impli ant of F .
Let
F be a Boolean formula and let L be a set of literals
L is typi ally the set of all of the positive literals for, as
built
over var(F ). Then, the following equality holds.
dis ussed above, these literals are often the only ones that
a tually bring an information. Note however that some
P IL [F ℄ = M CL [F ℄
negative literals may be of interest as well, for instan e
be ause the orresponding basi events are of high proba- The proof is a straight appli ation of the de nitions.
bilities. These negative literals must be kept in L. In other Note nally that if L = V , a positive produ t  is a
words, L is the set of signi ant literals.
if and only if the minterm  [ fv; v 2 V ^ v 62 g is
From now, we shall say that a literal p is signi ant if it anutset
impli
of F . In this ase, minimal utsets of F are
belongs to L and that it is riti al if it is signi ant and what we ant
alled
minimal p- uts in [6℄, [11℄.
while its opposite is not.
A rst way to de ne minimal utsets is derived straight D. The widening operator !L
from the idea to keep only signi ant parts of prime impli- Any formula is equivalent to the disjun tion of its prime
ants. Let P IL[F ℄ be the set of produ ts obtained rst by
ants. A formula is not in general equivalent to the
removing from produ ts of P I [F ℄ the literals not in L and impli
disjun
of its minimal utsets. The widening operator
se ond by removing from the resulting set the non minimal ! givestionsome
insights about the relationship between a
L
produ ts. Formally, P IL[F ℄ is de ned as follows.
formula F , its prime impli ants and its minimal utsets
w.r.t. the set L of literals.
 2 P I [F ℄
P IL [F ℄ = f  \ L ;
g
!L is an endomorphism of the Boolean algebra
^ 6 9 2 P I [F ℄ s:t:  \ L   \ L (minterms
(V ); \; [; {) that asso iates to ea h set of
minterms
(formula)
F the set of minterms !L (F ) de ned
This rst de nition aptures a tually the intuitive notion as follows.
of minimal utsets. For instan e, it is easy to verify that
P Ifa;b; g [ab + a
 ℄ = fab; g. However, it has the drawba k
!L (F ) = f ; 9 s:t:  vL  ^  j= F g
to be based on the de nition of prime impli ants. This
makes it not suitable to design an algorithm to ompute Intuitively, !L enlarges F with all of the minterms that
minimal utsets without omputing prime impli ants.
signi ant than a minterm already in F .
A se ond way to de ne minimal utsets that avoids this areLetmore
us
onsider again the formula F = ab + a .
drawba k is as follows.
 If L = fa; a; b; b; ; g, then !L(F ) = F .
Let vL be the binary relation among opposite literals
!L [F ℄ = ab + ab+ a
b +
ab +
a
b .
de ned as follows. p vL p if p 62 L. vL is extended into  IfIf LL == ffa;b; bb;; ;g,gthen

,
then
!L [F ℄ = ab + ab + ab + a

b +
a binary relation over minterms(V ) as follows.  vL 
 + ab .
if for any variable v, [v℄ vL [v℄, where [v℄ (resp. [v℄) Theab operator
!L has a number of interesting properties,
denotes the literal built over v that belongs to  (resp. to that are summarized
by the following theorem.
). Intuitively,  vL  when  is less signi ant than .
def

def
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Theorem 2 (The widening operator !v ) Let F be a
Boolean formula and let L be a set of literals built over
var(F ). Then, the following fa ts hold.
 !L is indempotent: !L(!L (F )) = !L (F ).
 P I [!L(F )℄ = M CL [F ℄.
The theorem 2 shows that !L a ts as a proje tion.
Therefore, the formulae F su h that P I [F ℄ = M CL[F ℄ are
the xpoints of !L, i.e. the formulae su h that !L(F ) = F .
If L = V , xpoints are monotone formulae.
The theorem 2 gives also a third way to de ne minimal utsets: the minimal utsets of a formula F are the
prime impli ants of a pessimisti approximation of F . This
approximation is obtained by widening F with all of the
minterms that are more signi ant, and therefore less expe ted, than a minterm already in F .
V. Binary De ision Diagrams

Due to spa e limitation, we re all in this se tion only basi s about BDDs. The reader interested by a more detailed
presentation should see for instan e (see for instan e [12℄,
[13℄, [14℄.
A. Regular BDDs

The BDD asso iated with a formulae is a ompa t en oding of the truth table of this formula. This representation
is based on the Shannon de omposition.
Let F be a Boolean formula that depends on the variable
v . There exists two formulae F and F not depending on
v su h that:
F = v:F + v:F
(1)
By hoosing a total order over the variables and applying
re ursively the Shannon de omposition, the truth table of
any formula an be graphi ally represented as a binary tree.
The nodes are labeled with variables and have two outedges
(a then-outedge that points to the node that en odes F ,
and a else-outedge that points to the node that en odes
F ). The leaves are labeled with either 0 or 1. The value
of the formula for a given variable assignment is obtained
by des ending along the orresponding bran h of the tree.
The Shannon tree for the formula ab + a and the lexiographi order is pi tured Fig. 1 (dashed lines represent
else-outedges).
Indeed, su h a representation is very expensive. It is
however possible to shrink it by means of the following two
redu tion rules.
 Isomorphi subtrees merging. Sin e two isomorphi
subtrees en ode the same formula, at least one is useless.
 Useless nodes deletion. A node with two equal sons is
useless sin e it is equivalent to its unique son (v:F +
v:F = F ).
By applying these two rules as far as possible, one gets the
BDD asso iated with the formula. A BDD is therefore a
dire ted a y li graph. It is unique, up to an isomorphism
[1℄. This pro ess is illustrated on Fig. 1.
1

1

0

0

1

0

Logi al operations (and, or, xor, ...) an be dire tly performed on BDDs. This results from the orthogonality of
usual onne tives and the Shannon de omposition.
(v:F + v:F )
v:(F
G )
(v:G + v:G ) = + v:(F G ) (2)
where is any binary onne tive. In order to ompute
F
G, one omputes rst F
G and F
G and then
one omposes the results. Terminal ases of this re ursive
prin iple are given by Boolean simpli ation rules, e.g. F +
1 = 1, F:0 = 0, F:F = F , : : :
Among other onsequen es, this means that the omplete binary tree is never built and then shrunk: the BDD
en oding a formula is obtained by omposing the BDDs
en oding its subformulae. Moreover, a a hing prin iple is
used to store intermediate results of omputations. This
makes the usual logi al operations ( onjun tion, disjun tion) polynomial in the sizes of their operands. Negation is
even more eÆ iently performed for it suÆ es to add ags
on edges to get it in onstant time. A omplete implementation of a BDD pa kage is des ribed in [2℄. The reader
interested in details should thus refer to this arti le.
To end this short presentation, it should be noti ed that
almost all of the BDD algorithms are fully des ribed by
means of equations su h as eq. 2 that re urse over the
Shannon de omposition (eq. 1). For instan e, the algorithm that omputes the probability of the top-event from
basi event probabilities is des ribed as follows.
p(v:F + v
:F ) = p(v):p(F ) + [1 p(v)℄:p(F ) (3)
1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

B. Zero-Suppressed BDDs

0

0

0

Working with minimal utsets requires to en ode sets of
produ ts. BDDs are not suÆ ient to en ode su h sets. This
is be ause a produ t may ontain a variable v either positively (v), or negatively (v) or not at all. Therefore, ternary
de ision diagrams would be ne essary to en ode sets of
produ ts (this was a tually proposed by Sasao in [15℄).
Another (and better) solution onsists in using BDDs,
but with another semanti s. This is the notion of Zerosuppressed BDD (ZBDD) introdu ed by Minato in [16℄.
The idea is to label nodes with literals and to de ompose
sets of produ ts a ording to the presen e of a given literal:
 The leaves 1 and 0 en ode respe tively the sets f;g
and ;.
 A node n = (p; n ; n ) en odes the set S = ffpg [
 ;  2 S g [ S , where p is the literal that labels the
node and S and S are respe tively the sets en oded
by its two sons n and n .
This representation for sets of produ ts is also anoni al,
although it requires to hange the se ond redu tion rule:
useless nodes are those of the form (p; 0; n).
As logi al operations on BDDs, set operations (union,
interse tion, set di eren e) are of polynomial worst ase
omplexity on ZBDDs (thanks to the a hing prin iple already mentioned).
Thanks to the sharing of isomorphi sub-trees, BDDs
and ZBDDs make it possible to en ode huge fun tions
1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0
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Shannon tree

BDD
Reduction rules

a

b

b

c
1

c
1

a

0

b

c
0

1

c

c
0

1

0

1

0

Fig. 1. From the Shannon tree to the BDD en oding ab + a .

(resp. sets of produ ts) with relatively few nodes. Indeed,
this does not work always (it is even easy to show that this
does work for most of the fun tions), but this does work
often in pra ti e.
C. De omposition Theorem

Let us present now the de omposition theorem whi h is
the ore of BDD algorithms to ompute minimal utsets.
The prin iple of this algorithm is to traverse the BDD that
en odes the formula F in a depth- rst way and to build the
ZBDD that en odes the minimal utsets of F in a bottomup way, by olle ting the result of the BDD traversal.
In the sequel, p:S , where p is a literal and S is a set of
produ ts in whi h p and its opposite do not o ur, denotes
the following set of produ ts.
= ffpg [ ;  2 S g
The following de omposition theorem generalizes both
the theorem for prime impli ant by Morreale [17℄ and our
theorem for minimal p- uts [6℄. It an be stated as follows.
Theorem 3 (De omposition Theorem) Let F = v:F +
v:F be the Shannon de omposition of a Boolean formula
F w.r.t. a variable v and let L be a set of literals built
over var(F ). Then, M CL[F ℄ an be obtained as the union
of several sets depending on the literals built over v that
belong to L.
ase 1: v 2 L, v 2 L. In this ase, M CL [F ℄ is the union
of three sets:
M CL [F ℄ = v:S [ v:S [ S
where, S , S and S are de ned as follows.
p:S

def

1

0

1

1

0

0

2

2

= M CL[F :F ℄
S
= M CL[F ℄ n S
S
= M CL[F ℄ n S
ase 2: v 2 L, v 62 L. In this ase, M CL [F ℄ is the union
of two sets:
M CL [F ℄ = v:S [ S
S2
1

0

def
def

def

1

0

1

2

0

2

1

0

where, S and S are de ned as follows.
1

0

= M CL[F ℄
S
= M CL[F + F ℄ n S
or S = M CL[F ℄  S
where S  T denotes the following set.
S0
1
1

S

ase 3:
ase 4:

v
v

def

0

def

1

def

0

1

0

0

 T = f 2 S ; 6 9 2 T;   g
def

62 L, v 2 L. Similar to ase 2.
62 L, v 62 L. In this ase, M CL[F ℄ is as follows.

[ ℄ = M CL[F + F ℄
The ase 1 orresponds to Morreale's theorem [17℄. The
ase 2 orresponds to our theorem [6℄. More details about
the prin iple of this algorithm and the operator  an be
found in [3℄, [6℄.
Consider again the formula F = ab +a , whi h is already
Shannon de omposed (for the lexi ographi order).
 If L = fa; a; b; b; ; g ( ase 1), then M CL [F ℄ = a:S [
a
:S [ S , where
{ S = M CL [b ℄ = fb g
{ S = M CL [b℄ n S = fbg n fb g = fbg
{ S = M CL [ ℄ n S = f g n fb g = f g
Therefore, M CL[F ℄ = fab; a ; b g.
 If L = fa; b; g ( ase 2), then M CL[F ℄ = a:S [ S ,
where
{ S = M CL [ ℄ = f g
{ S = M CL [b + ℄ n S = fb; g n f g = fbg or S =
M CL [b℄  S = fbg
Therefore, M CL[F ℄ = fab; g.
 If L = fb; b; ; g ( ase 4), then M CL [F ℄ = M CL[b +
℄ = fb; g.
M CL F

1

0

1

0

2

2
1

2

0

2

1

0

0
1

0

1

0

VI. Approximate

omputations

In this se tion, we propose an algebrai framework to
perform approximate omputations of both the top event
probability and the minimal utsets of fault tree ( oherent
or not). This framework is based on the notion of subalgebra.
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A. Sub-Algebrae

Let X be a subset of a set Y , we denote by {X the unary
operation from 2Y to 2Y de ned as follows.
( ) = {(Z ) \ X
Let V be a nite set of variables and let A be a subset
of minterms(V ). 2A together with the onstant ; and
A and with the operations [, \ and {A forms a Boolean
algebra. It is a tually a sub-algebra of the propositional
al ulus over V . There is a anoni al homomorphism hA
from 2minterms V into 2A: hA(F ) = F \ A. In the reverse
dire tion,
the identity is a homomorphism that omes ba k
from 2A to 2minterms V .
Assume that A ontains most of the minterms of interest
and that A is not too large, i.e. it is polynomially bounded
in the number of variables. Then, it may be a safe approximation to interpret the fun tions under study in the
sub-algebra (A; \; [; {A ) rather than in the regular algebra
(minterms(V ); \; [; {). The point is that omputations in
the former algebra are far easier than in the later. This is
be ause when A is not too large, it is always tra table to
onsider one by one its elements.
As an illustration, onsider the problem of determining
the probability p(F ) of a formula F from the probabilities
of its variables. In (A; \; [; {A), this problem is trivially
of a polynomial worst ase omplexity, for it suÆ es to
sum the probabilities of the minterms that satisfy F . In
(minterms(V ); \; [; {), it is #P-hard [18℄, even if strong
synta ti restri tions are set on the formula F under study
[18℄, [19℄.
def

{X Z

(

def

)

(

B. The Sub-Algebrae

)

AkL

then the number of atoms of AkL is as follows.
( )j = 2

j

mintermskL V

n m:

k  
X
m

i=0
n m :mk

i

= O(2
)
(4)
Therefore, if m is lose to n and k is small, AkL is not too
large.
Moreover, due to the probabilisti asymetry between riti al literals and their opposite, minterms of
mintermskV (V ) on entrate in general most of the probability of the formula under study. Minterms outside this set
have a negli tible probability, even onsidered altogether.
The table given gure 2 summarizes | for some values of
n, some values of k and some values of p, the probability
of all of the basi events | the maximum error ELk that
may be done by onsidering only mintermskV (V ). ELk is
bounded as follows.
X
k 
EL
p( )
(5)
62mintermskL (V )

This illustrates that, even for large number of basi
events and small values of k, the maximum error is not
too large. In pra ti e, the a tual error is in general far less
than the maximum
error for not all the minterms not in
mintermskL (V ) belong to the formula under study.
Note that it is possible to tune algorithms by onsidering
di erent values of k.
Note also that upper approximations of the above bound
an be used, that are possibly easier to ompute than the
exa t bound.
Note nally that if no assumption is made on the probability of minterms, not only the exa t value of p(F ) is hard
to ompute, but also approximations are hard to get, even
again if strong synta ti restri tions are set on the formulae
under study (see [20℄ for re ent results on that topi s).

We shall onsider the sub-algebrae AkL indu ed by our
formalisation of the notion of minimal utsets. Let F and
L be respe tively a formula and a set of literals built over a
set of variables V and let k be an integer su h that k  jV j.
The set of minterms built over V that ontain at most k
C. BDD Implementation of Sub-Algebrae AkL
riti al literals is denoted by mintermskL(V ).
k
The algebra (mintermsL(V ); \; [; {mintermskL V ) is de- In order to use BDDs to perform approximate omputanoted by AkL.
tions, we have to onsider the BDD implementation of the
hkL denotes the following homomorphism from the regu- three operations \, [ and { in AkL . A BDD en odes only
lar propositional al ulus to AkL.
minterms of mintermskL(V ) if and only if no path from
its root node to a sink node ontains more than k riti al
literals. The problem is thus to implement \, [ and { in
hkL (F ) = F \ mintermskL (V )
su h a way that this property is kept.
The negation over BDDs just inverts 0 and 1 leaves (or
hkL is a narrowing operator for it removes minterms from
ips a ag). Therefore, the BDD
that en odes F ontains
the original formula.
only
minterms
of
mintermskL (V ) if and only if this propFinally, M CLk [F ℄ denotes the set of minimal utsets (of erty is true for the BDD that en odes F . Hen e, the operthe formula F w.r.t. a set of literals L) that ontain at ation { in AkL an be implemented by means of the regular
most k riti al literals.
negation.
It is lear that if Lk ontains most of the variables of V The implementation of \ and [ requires to revisit equaand k is small, then AL is a good andidate to be the frame- tion (2) to in lude the parameter k. Let F = (v; F ; F )
work of approximate omputations: let n be the number of and G = (v; G k; G ) be the Shannon de ompositions of two
variables of V and let m be the number of riti al literals, formulae in AL, and assume that v is riti al. Then, the
(

)

def

1

1

0

0
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0
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7
3
6
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6
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5
9
3
7

5
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8
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6
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4
9

6
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6:78 10
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1:99 10

9
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8
14
5
11

7
1:37 10
0
1:86 10
0
9:54 10
1:39 10

11

9

7
13

p() for di erent values of n = jV j, k and p (p is the probability of all basi events).

following equality holds.
k G )
(v:F + v:F ) =
v:(F
k (v:G + v:G )
+ v:(F k G ) (6)
where denotes either \ or [. Indeed, the above equation is ompleted by the usual simpli ation rules and the
additional terminal ase F G = 0.
The following theorem holds that asserts that the BDD
implementation of the algebra AkL is eÆ ient, i.e. of polynomial omplexity if the number of non riti al variables is
not too large.
Theorem 4 (Approximate omputation of BDDs) Let F
be formula, let L be a set of literals built over var(F ), let
n = jvar(F )j and m be the number of non riti al literals
of L, nally let k be a positive integer su h that kk  n.
Then, the
onstru tion of the BDD that en odes hL(F ) is
in O(2 n m :jF j:nk:jF j),
This theorem generalizes our previous theorem [11℄.
1

7

)

AkL and Minimal Cutsets
Now, let us onsider the interest of the AkL sub-algebrae

(hkL and !L) Let F be any formula, let L be
a set of literals built over var(F ), nally let k be a positive
integer su h that k  n. The following equality holds.
(8)
hkL (!L (F )) = hkL (!L (hkL (F )))
Theorem 5

As a onsequen e of the theorem 5, minimal utsets with
at most k riti al literals ome only from minterms with
the same property. Therefore, in order to ompute short
minimal utsets of a formula F , it suÆ es to ompute the
minimal utsets of the narrowing of F , as asserted by the
following orollary.
Corollary 6 (Computation of small minimal utsets)
Let F be any formula, let L be a set of literals built over
var(F ), nally let k be a positive integer su h that k  n.
Then, the following equality holds.
k [F ℄ = M C [hk (F )℄
M CL
(9)
L L

D. Sub-Algebrae

for the omputation of minimal utsets of small order. The
question
is whether it is possible to ompute eÆ iently
k [F ℄, i.e. in polynomial time w.r.t. to the number
M CL
n of variables (where n = jvar(F )j).
First, it is easy to introdu e the parameter k in the re ursive equations given by the theorem 3. Let F = v:F +v:F
be the Shannon de omposition of a formula F , and assume
that v is riti al. Then, M CLk [F ℄ is the union of two sets:
k [F ℄ = v:M C k [F + F ℄ [ M C k [F ℄
M CL
(7)
L
L
This is basi ally what we proposed in [6℄ to ompute short
minimal p- uts (L = V ). However, this pro ess requires
to ompute rst the BDD that en odes F , whi h may lead
to an exponential blow up. There exists a tually monotone formulae that admit a polynomial number of short
prime impli ants and that do no admit polynomial polynomial size BDD whatever is the order over the variables [21℄.
Fortunately, there is a mean to avoid the full onstru tion
of the BDD.
Let F be a formula and  be a minterm of
mintermskL (V ) su h that  62 F and  2 !L (F ). Then,
there exists a minterm  su h that  j= F and  vL .
By de nition,  belongs to mintermskL(V ). Therefore, the
following theorem holds.
1

1

1

0

0

0

[ ℄
The roadmap for the omputation of the ZBDD that
en odes M CLk [F ℄ is pi tured gure 3.
The algorithms T rBDDLk and T rZBDDLk just onsist
in traversing the BDD and the ZBDD and in keeping only
the produ ts that ontain less than k riti al literals (see
[11℄ for a very similar algorithm). The other algorithms are
fully des ribed by equations given throughout this arti le.
The
gure 3 shows the three main ways to ompute
k [F ℄. The rst one, build/! /P I /T rZBDDk reM CL
L
L
alls the dek nition of minimal utsets. The se ond one,
build/M CL follows from the Morreale's theorem and the
de nition of minimal utsets. Both ompute the BDD enoding F and are therefore of exponential worst ase omplexities. The last one, build hkL/M CL illustrates the
interest of the mathemati al foundations we gave fork minimal utsets. As shown by theorem 4, build hL is of
polynomial worst ase omplexity. It is easy to verify
that,
if a BDD en odes only minterms of mintermskL(V ), then
M CL is also of polynomial worst ase omplexity, at least
if it is implemented by means of the operator  [6℄. Therefore, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 7 (Complexity of M CLk ) Let F be formula, let
L be a set of literals built over var(F ), nally let k be a
E. Roadmap for the omputation of

k F
M CL
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Fig. 3. The roadmap for the omputation of the ZBDD that en odes MCLk [F ℄.

positive integer su h that k  n. Assume that the number of non- riti al literals is small w.r.t. jvar(F )j, i.e. in
O(log(jvar(F )j)). Then, the onstru tion of the ZBDD
that en odes M CLk [F ℄ is is of polynomial worst ase omplexity.
This is major advantage of minimal utsets over prime
impli ants: the existen e of a prime impli ant of length
k or less is a hard problem. Namely, it is P - omplete,
where P is the lass of problems or languages that an
be de ned as the interse tion of a language in N P and a
language in oN P [22℄.
VII. Con lusion

In this arti le, we lari ed the mathemati al status of
the notion of minimal utsets, through the introdu tion
the notion of signi ant and riti al literal, the indu ed
order relation over minterms vL and widening operator
!L . We show that minimal utsets are distin t from prime
impli ants and that they have a great interest from both
a omputational omplexity and pra ti al point of views.
We introdu ed kthe families of narrowing operators hkL and
sub-algebrae AL that provide a sound mathemati al framework for approximate omputations of both the top event
probabilities of fault trees and of their minimal utsets.
We dis ussed also the implementation of BDD algorithms. All of the algorithms evo ated here are a tually
implemented in the Aralia software, whi h is now widely
used by most of the fren h ompagnies that are involved in
risk assessment studies. These algorithms and their mathemati al foundations were designed to enabled us to assess
eÆ iently a very large non- oherent fault tree that models
the emergen y shutdown system of a nu lear rea tor [23℄.
This gives eviden es of the pra ti al interest of the mathemati al framework we introdu ed here.
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